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when the storm builds, the player's view is blocked by sand, which obscures the light of the sun and, in
some instances, the sandstorm's own internal luminosity. "while you can't see the sandstorm, it can

certainly see you." "if you see something coming at you, you have a choice,” says davis. “you can duck
down and get out of the way, you can try to run and you can try to hide.” in my case, i tried to run. we
played it our hearts out. we started building a multiplayer game back when bioshock 2 first came out -
the team that did bioshock 2 was our first attempt at being the guys who do bioshock 3 because we're
in a position where we can do this. there are certainly maps where this is the case. but to me at least,

the vast majority of spec ops is a prequel and an origin story. there was no film-noir flare around any of
the characters that we could present. all of the characters we have are straight-up real people. but then
we followed that up with a character who is not quite real in a way, who has a cartoonish quality to his

personality. to me, bioshock is kind of like if mike tyson's punch-out!! was based in 1899. it was not
supposed to be an accurate recreation of anything, it was there to be an homage to what's come before

in the same way that bioshock is an homage to super mario bros. with guns. technology and maybe
other things began to change society more than we ever realized. if you are that guy who builds a

crossbow.. now you can shoot that arrow at this tiny balding guy who's running away. and we're always
tweaking how to make the experience kind of better, and we're always trying to make players think in

new ways and challenge themselves to think in new ways, and change and advance.
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